Coffee cup experiment
This evidence set was collected over two sequences of lessons in a Year 8 Science class during Professional
Experience 2 (PE2). The Year 8 class consisted of 27 students of extremely diverse abilities and educational
backgrounds. Five students were on learning support, one student had an Aboriginal background and three students
were identified as highly gifted.

Investigation Lesson 1:

This lesson sequence was based around a BOSTES mandated scientific investigation assessment (Figure 26), where
students were required to design their own experiment to scientifically test what was the best coffee cup to use for
a takeaway shop in the area over three lessons in class.
In Lesson 1, the data analysis of student PLP’s (Figure 21 & Appendix A, B & C) were used to conclude that a scaffold
would be required for learning support students to succeed in undertaking a higher order assessment task of this
nature. I first designed the scaffold in consultation with my ST for each lesson (Figures 27, 32 & 37), and then
approached the science faculty regarding its implementation. It was well-received and implemented for all learning
support students throughout the entire science faculty (Figure 22). During the lesson, I used a range of preassessment strategies (Figures 24 & 25) to gain student understanding of the scientific method. Based on this data,
further lessons would involve explicit teaching of numeracy strategies. Ultimately, the scaffold had a positive
student impact resulting in a high level student response from the learning support students (Figure 28).
As this assessment task requires a large range of assumed knowledge and higher order thinking on the scientific
method, it is important that pre-assessment be conducted to ensure students understand the concepts required to
be successful. Some important concepts include hypothesis, variables, how to conduct a fair test, and how to collect

data. To test these, my ST suggested the use of active learning cards (Figure 24) and an active learning activity
called Hot Seat (Figure 25).

Figure 21(a): Lesson plan 1; Sequence 2 - Coffee cup experiment planning.

Figure 26: Original assessment task The nature of this task is highly challenging. To be

successful, the design of a scientific investigation requires a
solid understanding of the scientific method and higher order thinking to apply the scientific method to design a fair test. This high level of understanding
required was the justification behind designing the scaffold for learning support students below (Figure 27).

Figure 27: The scaffold for learning support students

Figure 29: Teacher Observation Feedback
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